Dear MLB,

I'm Herisha. It's a pleasure to meet you. I know I can't talk to you, but the problem is that DR's Franics & E. J. are giving up their childhood to play baseball and they give up school. What I want you to do is to allow players to be 18 and to finish high school. This is so you can have smarter players and there by bigger.

The reason you want you to do this is because you want this in players. Older players equals stronger equals better which equals winning more games and that equals more money. And I think that you should have health checks at the camp because if you give them health checks then you don't get players posing out on the field and that would be embarrassing. So if you do then if they be healthy that equals winning more games and that equals more money.

So that the thing I want you to change and I imagine it was your child.

Please write back.
Sincerely,
Herisha

Ps. Thank you for your time.
1. I will write about my favorite team, talking about how I found my problem, the problem is that you're making them give up the childhood and school.
2. Why I want you to do this.
3. Why you would want to do it.
4. I need to repeat my problems.
5. Sincerely, Harika. Please write me back.

I am going to start with what I like.
Dear MLB,

My name is Irma. I'm a student at Babersville School. I've read about your Dominican camps. I've noticed that you don't have doctors at your camps, and I think that's a problem because one player or more might get around, and people won't be fans of baseball anymore and you'll have a bad reputation and you'll have more money. So if you consider getting doctors, you'll have more money.

Thank you for your time.

Write back.

Irma
Add more about face team.
Add what I where I read it.
Add more description for asking.
Add more Reasons.
Add a Closing.
Say goodbye or say thank you very much.
Next next i'm going to work on describing on asking a question.